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Catfish And The Bottlemen - Anything
Tom: Gb

m (forma dos acordes no tom de Em )
Capostraste na 2ª casa
 Em                           D
   It gets difficult to talk, when you nearly deafen me cause
you start laughing
C                       B7             Em
   But if it means that we get through
Em                                       D
   And though you?ll mix up every detail, of every story that
you?re ever gonna tell me
C                       B7             Em
   But if it means that we get through
Em                                  D
   Y?know I never wanna trouble you, when you?re working so I
always try to wait
C                       B7             Em
   But if it means that we get through
Em                                        D
   And when we drink it just gets funnier, and to be honest I
don?t mind us drunk
C                       B7             Em
   But if it means that we get through

[Refrão]

C          G                     B7
   I won?t smoke if you don?t no more
        Em                D        C
Cause I know you hate the taste of it
C               G                 B7
  I don?t wanna picture our first born
          Em                 D          C
If you?ve stopped discussing names with me
C                      G       B7
  But if it means that we get through
         Em              D      C
Then you know I?m up for anything

Em                                   D
   Y?know I always try to settle you, when I ?m away cause we
struggle sometimes
C                       B7            Em
   But if it means that we get through
C                       B7            Em
   But if it means that we get through
C                       B7            Em
   But if it means that we get through

[Refrão]

C          G                     B7
   I won?t smoke if you don?t no more
        Em                D        C
Cause I know you hate the taste of it
C               G                 B7
  I don?t wanna picture our first born
          Em                 D          C
If you?ve stopped discussing names with me
C                      G       B7
  But if it means that we get through
         Em              D      C
Then you know I?m up for anything

[Ponte]

Em                       G                         C
Anything you need at any time at all I want you to phone me
       Em                           G
C
'Cause everything you feel on every night alone is because you
need me
Em                       G                         C
Anything you need at any time at all I want you to phone me
       Em                           G
C
'Cause everything you feel on every night alone is because you
need me
[Solo]
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[Refrão]

C          G                     B7
   I won?t smoke if you don?t no more
        Em                D        C
Cause I know you hate the taste of it
C               G                 B7
  I don?t wanna picture our first born
          Em                 D          C
If you?ve stopped discussing names with me
C                      G       B7
  But if it means that we get through
         Em              D      C
Then you know I?m up for Anything.

Em                                   D
   Y?know I always try to settle you, when I?m away cause we
struggle sometimes
C                       B7          Em
   But if it means that we get through

Acordes


